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Q.l(a)WriteMaxwell,sequationforEMfield.obtaintheequationof(06)
continuitY 

OR

(a)Discussthemotionofchargeparticle.inaregionofauniformmagnetic
field which is perpendicutai to the velocity of ttre charge particle' Obtain

theformulaeforLarmorradiusandLarmorfrequency.

(b) solve the equation of motion for a charged particle moving with (06)

velocityZintheconstantandl-tgqandEfields'toobtainthe
equation for its drift velocitY 

^ 
='{r' '

oR - odL*a
(b) obtain the equation of Polarization current density' t' = u, d,

dielectric constant of plasma ' € R =t**bc'

Q.2 (a) How oscillations are generated in the plasma? Derive the equation of (06)

Plasma frequencY.
OR

(a) obtain dispersion relation for transverse oscillations when applied

steady magnetic field is zero to the plasma. Derive the relation of group

velocity, ig andphase velocity, Vph'

(b) Derive Boltznann equation_for kinetic theory of plasma and give (07)

Physical explanation of each term'

(b) what is Debye length? obtain an expression for Debye length using any

one method.

Marks: 50 + 10



Q.3 (a) Discuss neutron induced fission. Why Uranium 235 is fissionable and (07)
Uranium 238 is not?

OR
(a) Explain Asymmetrical fission with schematic figure .Discuss Mass

yield with graph of Mass yield verses Mass number

(b) Explain Experimental method with Graph to measure the Kinetic (06)

energy of fission fragments in fission of uranium 235 material by

time of flight method given by Leachman.
OR

(b) Define Nuclear Reactor. Write Notes on Nuclear reactor.

Q.4 (a) Giving proper graphical presentation, discuss the relationship between (07)

charge and strangeness for the spin -ll2 baryons, then compare it with
spin - I I 2 three-quark combinations.

OR
(a) Discuss conservation of Lapton and Strangeness Quantum numbers of

elementary particles.

(b) Explain tundamental forces. 
OR 

(05)

(b) Write note on families of particles.

Q.5 Answer the following in brief: (10)

(i) What is magneto plasma?

(ii) State Boltzmann - H theorem.

(iii) Calculate the plasma frequency and corresponding wavelength for

laboratory plasma with density t0tsparticles per m3.

(iv) How much energy released per fission for uranium nucleus?

(v) Define Delayed or prompt neutron.

(vi) Define an e.v with Unit.
(vii) Give the charge of otop' and 'bottom' quarks.

(viii) What do you understand by Gluon?

(ix) Give annihilation reaction.

(x) Complete the following: p *n -+ p + p + ------'


